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deterrent is other countries 
intervention, this allows the 

unarmed citizen belief.
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AI, Planes, tanks and 

WMDs.

The balance is achieved by having a small goverment 
force that can use organized tactics, against isolated 

issues versus an equaly armed population, that prevents 
them from abusing its power.

The balance is lost if citizens cannot fight against new 
weapon systems.

WMDs, are a problem on their own, however they still 
require siginifican effort and resource to be build so they 

can be regulated.
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A fire will have similar effects on close space.
a car on open space

a pipe bomb, flame trhower or molotov cocktail on crowds

high capacity magazines, and auto rifles are effective if this 
conditions are already met, they are used against people coming at 

you,  or area of denial, not people running away and taking 
permanent cover.

Escape routes and security measures on risk locations will prevent a 
large ammount  of the potential damage.
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Independent from 
judicial agencies.

records the time, 
the action and the 

routes.

conneced to alarms 
in risk places and 
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independency limits 
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with it besides what 

was intended.

Open acces CCTV.

Effects and Anotations

-It limits the ammount of damage that can be done.
-Makes weapons restrictions irrlevant, by generalizing the response to the area.

-It works for regular crime and desecntralices judicial agencies infromation control and gives them a larger degree of accountabilty.
-Crime is done with a pourpose this increaces the chances of retaliation thus making it more difficult to achieve.

-Its scalable with new technologies, including the citizen/goverment paradigm.
-Relatively easy to accomplish investement and effort is both private and public.

-It also works for regualr accidents, like fires, traffic accidents, etc.


